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There!are!many! statistical!measures!available! in! the! literature! for! the!analysis!of! inequality!and!
concentration.!
!
The!most! common!measure! in! this! field! is! the!Gini! index! (Roselló! Nadal! et# al.,! 2004),!which! is!







































It! was! the! first! application! of!
inequality! measures,! and! still! the!
most!important. 
WAGES)DISTRIBUTION)INEQUALITY 










The! level! of! concentration! in!




































Xi! ni! xi=ni! pi! qi! Pi! Qi!
10000! 2! 20000! 50! 20! 50! 20!
30000! 1! 30000! 25! 30! 75! 50!
50000! 1! 50000! 25! 50! 100! 100!









There! are! four! workers! in! a! small!
travel! agency! with! annual! salaries!
(see!figure):!






































































































































Xi! ni! xi=ni! pi! qi! Pi! Qi!
! ! ! ! ! 0! 0!
10000! 2! 20000! 50! 20! 50! 20!
30000! 1! 30000! 25! 30! 75! 50!
50000! 1! 50000! 25! 50! 100! 100!







































































































































































Xi! ni! xi=ni! pi! qi! Pi! Qi! Pi)=)Qi+1! Pi)+1=)Qi!
10000! 2! 20000! 50! 20! 50! 20! 2500! 1500!
30000! 1! 30000! 25! 30! 75! 50! 7500! 5000!
50000! 1! 50000! 25! 50! 100! 100! ! !
! 4! 100000! 100! 100! ! ! 10000! 6500!
!


















In! a! recent! study! about! salaries! inequality! in! tourism! related! sectors! in! Wisconsin,! U.S.A.!
(Marcouiller!&!Xia,!2008),!the!following!Gini!indexes!have!been!estimated:!







! ! ‘presence!of!a!small!number!of!highly!paid!employees!and!a! relatively! large!number!of!
lower!paid!employees’!



















)(103€))) Xi) ni) xi=ni) pi) qi) Pi) Qi) Pi=Qi+1) Pi+1=Qi)
0.0!O!13,5! 6.75! 43650! 294637.5! 25! 9.64! 25.00! 9.64! !!!!! !
13.5!O!16,8! 15.15! 43650! 661297.5! 25! 21.64! 50.00! 31.29! ! !
16.8!O!19,7! 18.25! 43650! 796612.5! 25! 26.07! 75.00! 57.36! ! !
19.7!and!more! 29.85! 43650! 1302952.5! 25! 42.64! 100.00! 100.00! !! !!





















Women:!___________! ! ! Men:!____________!
!
D)!What!is!the!lowest!salary!earned!by!the!highestOpaid!workers?!





































Month) Xi) xi=ni) pi) qi) Pi) Qi) Pi=Qi+1) Pi+1=Qi)
ENE! 48! 48! 8.3333! 3.670! 8.333! 3.670! 61.80! 61.17!
DIC! 49! 49! 8.3333! 3.746! 16.667! 7.416! 205.15! 185.40!
NOV! 64! 64! 8.3333! 4.893! 25.000! 12.309! 441.52! 410.30!
FEB! 70! 70! 8.3333! 5.352! 33.333! 17.661! 835.90! 735.87!
MAR! 97! 97! 8.3333! 7.416! 41.667! 25.077! 1462.16! 1253.84!
OCT! 131! 131! 8.3333! 10.015! 50.000! 35.092! 2266.84! 2047.03!
JUN! 134! 134! 8.3333! 10.245! 58.333! 45.337! 3255.63! 3022.45!
SEP! 137! 137! 8.3333! 10.474! 66.666! 55.811! 4429.18! 4185.81!
AGO! 139! 139! 8.3333! 10.627! 75.000! 66.438! 5785.55! 5536.48!
JUL! 140! 140! 8.3333! 10.703! 83.333! 77.141! 7345.80! 7071.23!
MAY! 144! 144! 8.3333! ! ! ! ! !
ABR! 155! 155! 8.3333! 11.850! 100.000! 100.000! !! !!




ENE! FEB! MAR! ABR! MAY! JUN! JUL! AGO! SEP! OCT! NOV! DIC!
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